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A people, close inside the valley’s soul, 

in the copper light of summer.  

 

What binds us together is fragile, 

people breathing hurt or joy    

or something in between, 

tossing down our offerings  

the color of bruised plums, 

a lavender wideness in our eyes.  

 

We are dreamers of a better way,   

navigating by feel, by emotion,  

writing words of tufted softness   

that drift on the current like grief,  

like leaves relieved of their dry,  

brittle crunch.  

 

We are people of desert and forest  

seeking to know our place  

in a land  

once meadow grass and dragonflies, 

people whose tiny alterations  

can change life on a grand scale,  

umber sky burning earlier and earlier.  

 

People whose elders 

were once castaways  

shuttled from shelter to home  

who were patient and lived long  

and cached their descendants away 

in the eventual safety  

of this northern Utah hamlet. 

 

People whose minds  

were shiny black and sharp as flint,  

their stories full of loop and flop,  

words glowing glorious,  

peach button sprouts, birds’ heartbeats. 

 

People welding pen to paper,  

words glistening and snapping  

like live-wire bouquets.  

 

 

 

 

People who’ve waited  

for that phone call  

in the middle of the night, dreading  

what might come next 

though everyone they know 

is tucked safe  

underneath their roof.  

 

People who walk with the weight of sky  

held Atlas-like, bearing the objects of Earth,  

summer tombstones, clouds of silver gnats 

and dreams of democracy dying. 

 

People ferocious with power,  

who take up their pick ax, their armor,  

to shatter the loneliness,  

break down the battlements  

used to exclude, 

like children playing spooners with the 

outcasts,  

chucking spoons not rusty knives,  

children who don’t have to try 

to believe, to be caring, to matter.  

 

People are their wooden mansions,  

are the green of branches they walk under  

in the whethers of unwieldy weather,  

are the book and paper, friend and first kiss,  

games of shadow tag, the darting  

and the weaving and the choosing of a life. 

 

We are rare symbolic squares  

of cloth sewn into little packets  

and clipped to the limbs of an old majestic 

elm.  

We are the surging joy of ivy,  

sidewalk art of breezy leaves,  

our quirky personalities, our knowledge  

and its loss, how summer lasts all year  

in the longing for it, and our lives will 

sooner 

than later be elevated to ash. 



Meanwhile, the bus that rolls along 

our city streets will always take us in,  

hopeful grandparent, hopeful child,  

tracing together with colored chalk   

the uncertainty of what lies ahead.  

 

Confusion on the cusp of change 

means reaching out to shape the words  

that yearn. Polite and steady, brought to life 

in scratches and swoops,  

they line up to serve us, we who persist  

as lichens persist, free dancing,  

photosynthetic, we the clean air indicators,  

habitat ingratiaters, standing with the 

children, 

deferring right-of-way. 

 

Inside we are islands, tentacles  

in the solar current, blastocytes revolving 

through memories of water and thunder,  

our oil-slicked prayers rising  

on the surging hope of Future. 

 

We are, at the end of the day, 

just needing to be loved, just trying 

to get home, in this city of who we are,  

this town that lifts us to one tribe.  
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